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As Museum Archives: Practice, Issues, Advocacy goes to print, we are at a pivotal moment in the history of museums and museum archives. The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has forced institutions to temporarily close their gallery doors to visitors and staff alike. During this period, our museums’ past and present entanglements with racism and gender biases, and legacies of colonialism and socioeconomic disparity have been laid bare. At the same time, climate change and the resulting environmental issues can no longer be ignored. Museums throughout the nation are being asked by the public and by their employees to be accountable for their actions and to make changes and reparations.

The theme of our publication—advocacy—is one we selected and considered paramount long before the present moment; however, there has perhaps never been a time during any of our careers that this topic has been more important. As some museums close and others enter periods of severe financial hardship, cultural shifts are changing the way we approach archives and institutional histories. As a result, archivists are reexamining and recontextualizing collections, and museums are engaging with diverse communities on new ground. This publication heralds the idea that museum archives, a unique type of repository, require constant and sustained advocacy to thrive and that its activities are a central component of and contributor to a museum’s mission. Even in the current climate, these principles must remain steadfast for museum archives to succeed in their crucial work.

This publication originally emerged from the work that we have been leading as current and former cochairs of the Society of American Archivists Museum Archives Section’s Standards and Best Practices Working Group. The majority of the book’s authors have participated in the working group’s activities—through volunteer membership, participation in an annual project, or presenting at the working group’s annual symposium. The working group’s efforts over the past decade provided the foundations for the publication’s chapters, and its “Standards and Best Practices Resource Guide” is cited throughout with real-life examples contributed by museum archivists. The publication is also indebted to Deborah Wythe’s Museum Archives: An Introduction (2004), which was the first major book on museum archives in the United States and from which ours draws its structure. While almost all of the chapters in our publication were authored prior to the events of 2020, we believe that they speak to the importance of museum archives in our time nonetheless.

The path the museum archivist travels is not always easy, and we recognize that recently it may have become even more challenging. We hope this publication helps museum archivists to better articulate their roles and the impact of their work. Our aim is to inspire museum archivists to reach higher with each new project and to continue to make significant and lasting contributions to our nation’s cultural heritage, to the museum and archives professions, and to one another.
Museums strive to promote understanding and introspection, to advance education, and to preserve the history and heritage of our world. The crucial position museums hold in society must be documented, and that documentation made available to both scholars and the public: this important work and its many facets belongs to the field of museum archives. Museum archives and the archivists who manage them have the immense responsibility of ensuring that the institutional records of museums and, in turn, the record of the cultural heritage they steward, are collected, preserved, and accessible. Museum archivists also acquire and care for manuscripts and special collections that support their museums’ missions and holdings, furthering the development of significant repositories of knowledge. While museum archivists use the same methods as other archivists—they accession, arrange, describe, and preserve records in the same ways that their counterparts do at other institutions—how they situate themselves among colleagues, advocate for their role and the importance of their collections, and operate as both archivists and museum professionals set them apart.

Fundamentally, this publication articulates what museum archivists do and how they might realize their goals. It explains the set of professional skills required and the activities that all archivists might perform but views them through the lens of the museum by employing museum-specific examples. It provides practical guidance on the day-to-day management of museum archives, including creating policies, acquiring collections, and stewarding special formats, which can be of use to both novice and seasoned museum archivists. The publication goes beyond the nuts and bolts of museum archives work, however, by exploring strategies museum archivists can use to negotiate for the resources needed to successfully carry out their mandate, as advocacy for their enterprise underlies all of their work.

There is much to love about being a museum archivist. A museum archivist has an unparalleled opportunity to work with professionals from allied fields such as librarians, registrars, and curators, as well as staff at all levels of their institution, documenting both the museum’s operations and the objects it stewards, simultaneously building a collection in its own right. Furthermore, a museum archivist advances the mission of the museum through research, scholarship, exhibitions, and programs. Yet, despite these contributions, the work of the museum archivist can sometimes be seen as ancillary rather than fundamental to the museum’s mission-critical work. While museum archives often provide the only long-term view of an institution’s most important operations and contributions, ranging from the development and stewardship of a museum’s object collection to the organization and execution of its exhibitions, museum administrators and colleagues often do not consider the archives as essential to an institution’s identity or future and underestimate its potential impact.

This publication argues that an essential aspect of the job of the museum archivist is to combat these perceptions to develop a functioning and fully engaged museum archives program. It addresses the vital position museum archivists should assume at their institutions, how they can and should advocate for the significance of museum archives collections—especially in the context of more highly valued object collections—and how they can position the museum archives as an indispensable hub of knowledge and activity within the museum. The ideal relationship between the museum archivist...
and the museum is a reciprocal one in which the archivist develops a collection as robust as the museum’s object collections, which the museum, in turn, is compelled to draw from as an integral part of its exhibitions and operations. This relationship won’t take shape overnight; building it is a career-long effort.

This book’s chapters are full of ideas and best practices, and the museum archivist may wish to adopt many or all of them. However, practically speaking, this may not be possible, as many museum archives are staffed by a small contingent of archivists or by solo records professionals who do not have the time and resources necessary to explore all of the options outlined. Individual museum archivists will need to think strategically about the context of their particular institution and implement those initiatives that are most relevant and necessary.

To provide historical context to the current priorities and concerns of museum archives, the following sections of this introduction explain the emergence of museum archivists as a unique subset of the archival profession and highlight a selection of relevant literature before turning to an overview of this publication.

The Emergence of the Museum Archives Field

The origin of the “museum archives movement” in the United States is often traced to a 1979 meeting at the Smithsonian’s Belmont Conference Center organized by archivist Arthur Breton and sponsored by the Archives of American Art and the Smithsonian Institution’s Educational Outreach Program. During the three-day conference, now known as the “Belmont Conference,” archivists, librarians, and registrars from museums with existing archives programs came together to discuss the importance of museum archives, as well as establishing new archives, methods of storing archival records, and creating access to them for staff and scholars. The Belmont Conference was a watershed moment for museum archives in the United States—not only did museum archivists and their allies assemble for the first time, but they collectively articulated their needs, strengths, and values, signaling the beginnings of a distinct museum archives profession. The National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC), which funded twenty-four museum archives seed projects between 1978 and 1988, reinforced momentum and support for museum archives programs.

How did this pivotal moment in the 1970s arise? Some scholars attribute increased attention to museum archives to factors such as a revived interest in institutional history, the desire to use museum history to celebrate significant anniversaries, and the need to modernize the management of museums. While these were clearly contributing factors, the professionalization of both the archives and museum professions during the second half of the twentieth century should also be considered.

Although museums had been acquiring archival collections and creating institutional records for many years, standards-based archives management and preservation were not prevalent until the middle of the twentieth century. Furthermore, not until the 1970s did guidance on archival education begin to emerge from the Society of American Archivists and broad-based educational resources, such as the Archival Fundamentals Series, were published. The promotion of the profession’s first widely accepted standards and educational programs, as well as its emerging professional identity, encouraged the growth of many kinds of institutional archives programs as well. Just as museum archives were being established and developed, so too were university archives programs and the archives of other types of institutions, ranging from nonprofits to corporations. Additionally, the establishment of regional professional organizations, such as the Midwest Archives Conference (1972) and the New England Archivists (1973), as well as more locally regionalized groups such as the NYC-based Archivists Round Table of Metropolitan New York (1979), can be traced to this time. Thus, the emergence of museum archives in the United States should be viewed within the larger context of a burgeoning archives profession, replete with different types of institutional repositories, and not in isolation.

The museum field also underwent changes in the 1960s and 1970s that led to increased specialization among museum professionals. Museum studies scholar Stephen Weil has demonstrated that during this period, museums shifted their focus from solely collection-based work carried out primarily by curators to the services they could provide to their communities, which required the introduction of
other distinct professionals and professional departments into the museum’s organizational structure. Simultaneously, the role of the curator became characterized as more intellectual, authorial, and discursive, further divorced from the responsibilities of other museum functions ranging from education to marketing to graphic design. These changes to institutional infrastructure and operations, as well as the transformation of curatorial roles, may also have provided room for professional archivists within the museum structure and contributed to the rise of the museum archivist as a discrete professional entity within the museum environment.

The rise of the museum archives profession can also be tracked through the development of its role in the Society of American Archivists. Since 1981, museum archivists have strived to establish a distinct and formal identity for themselves in the broader landscape of the national archival professional organization and continue to do so today; see “Key Moments in the Development of the Society of American Archivists Museum Archives Section” on page 6 for a detailed history.

As the museum archives field matured, its evolution can be further tracked by way of related literature. Much of the scholarship on museum archives has been dedicated to their establishment and value. After the professional principles and guidelines set forth by the Belmont Conference in 1979, SAA’s first edition of Museum Archives: An Introduction by William Deiss was published in 1984 as a “manual” written “to encourage museums to preserve their historically valuable records and to offer guidelines for the establishment of museum archives.” Similarly, the NHPRC’s Laurie Baty authored a technical paper demonstrating the importance of funding the development of museum archives programs in 1988. In championing the value of museum archives, others have primarily advanced two discrete arguments for why their archives are important to museums. First, that archives can serve as a repository of research materials related to the museum’s collections that are of interest to scholars and researchers. Second, the museum’s institutional records are useful to museum operations and museum staff.

Another strand of museum archives literature examines museum archivists’ relationships with museum colleagues, such as curators, registrars, and conservators, and also with other professional standards. In it, the role of the museum archivist is defined relative to other positions at the institution, highlighting areas of overlap and collaboration while also identifying key differences. That examination has since broadened beyond the museum itself to include cross-sector professional convergences and opportunities among libraries, archives, and museums; in 2015, a panel comprised of eight professionals from libraries, archives, and museums, and moderated by museum archivists David Farneth and Lorraine Stuart, investigated the challenges of metadata integration across galleries, libraries, archives, and museums; proceedings were published under the title, “How Can We Achieve GLAM?” Continuing this trend, in 2018, the UK journal Archives and Records published a special issue on archives in museums, edited by archivist Charlotte Berry, that considered cross-professional approaches to professionalization, documentation, collection management, and exhibitions through five articles authored mainly by archivists.

Still, treatment of museum archives in museum literature is scant in comparison to the voluminous number of publications focused on museum work. When addressed, the presentation of the topic is often cursory, casting the museum archives’ position as ancillary to other foregrounded museum and museum library functions. Some notable exceptions, ranging in approach from the theoretical to the instructive, do exist, however. For example, Smithsonian curator Lois Marie Fink’s “Museum Archives as Resources for Scholarly Research and Institutional Identity” discusses how museum archives must be considered within the context of museum theory and operations because they provide essential research resources in various subject areas while also aiding in the study of the museum field and its practices through stewardship of institutional records. Other examples include “how-to guides” meant for a museum audience, such as “Successfully Managing Archives in Museums” produced by the UK Association of Independent Museums in 2015. While this literature is important in bringing attention to the role of museum archives within the broader museum environment, its depth and breadth are not sufficient for already operational museum archives staffed by professional museum archivists who require a more critical and significant body of literature with which they can engage and on which to base their practice.
# KEY MOMENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN ARCHIVISTS MUSEUM ARCHIVES SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Society of American Archivists (SAA) approves the formation of a Museum Archives Task Force, chaired by museum archivists Alain Bain and Carole Schwartz, to gather information on archival programs, connect with allied groups, and establish a set of guidelines for the creation and maintenance of museum archives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>The task force sends out a questionnaire to more than 500 institutions accredited by the American Association of Museums (AAM) about access to museum archives resources. Out of the 54% of recipients who respond, 88% want more information about museum archives. The task force starts to develop materials and distributes them in 1984.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>SAA publishes William Deiss’s <em>Museum Archives: An Introduction</em>. It is the first book to cover techniques and strategies specific to museum archives and is oriented toward those establishing museum archives programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>AAM adds questions about museum archives to the self-study portion of the accreditation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>SAA Council ends the task force’s term in June 1986. At the August Annual Meeting, 28 SAA members attend the first meeting of the SAA Museum Archives Roundtable, established as a forum devoted to the work of museum archives. In December, the first issue of the Roundtable newsletter, <em>The Museum Archivist</em>, is distributed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>SAA Council approves the Museum Archives Roundtable’s request to transition from a roundtable to a section, which awards museum archivists greater status within SAA. The section has its first meeting on September 9, 1990, and establishes bylaws in 1991.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>The section establishes a working group to investigate issues of appraisal in museum archives. Subsequent working groups meet annually on different topics of interest until 2006.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>The section approves the revision of the museum archives guidelines created at the Belmont Conference (1979), which SAA never formally approved. A committee is formed to oversee the process, and a proposed new version is published in the September 1998 issue of <em>The Museum Archivist</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>The section finishes its revised set of guidelines, and SAA Council endorses them; these guidelines are still in use at the time of this writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>The Museum Archives Section’s Standards and Best Practices Working Group is formally established. The group, which embarks on a new focused project each year, is devoted to exploring, discussing, and documenting examples of museum archives’ shared practices. It also maintains an online resource guide for museum archivists consisting of sample documentation contributed by museum archivists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Museum archivists have only begun to author significant literature that truly articulates their vital role within their institutions. The second edition of *Museum Archives: An Introduction* (2004), edited by Deborah Wythe, and Charlotte Brunskill and Sarah Demb’s *Records Management for Museums and Galleries* (2012) are currently the only books in print dedicated entirely to museum archives and/or records management. The former provides an overview of establishing and managing a museum archives program, while the latter focuses exclusively on records management, which is relevant to most museum archives but does not represent the full extent of their activities. Furthermore, in 2012, two essays by museum archivists—David Farneth and James Moske—were published online as part of the proceedings of the Art Museum Libraries Symposium held at the Peabody Essex Museum that same year. Later in 2019, Samantha Norling’s chapter on management and leadership in a museum archives appeared. These essays begin to grapple with many of the concepts addressed by this publication, including advocacy, leadership, and the active role museum archives must play within their institutions.

**Museum Archives: Practice, Issues, Advocacy Overview**

The editors hope that *Museum Archives: Practice, Issues, Advocacy* will be useful to archivists at all types and sizes of museums. In particular, it may interest archivists tasked with managing archival materials created by their parent institution, working within what is often referred to as an “institutional” museum archives. The book summarizes relevant archival literature as well as fundamental theory and practice to provide context for discussions of issues specific to museums and to connect the topic of museum archives to the broader professional discourse, from which museum archives and archivists are almost always absent. Each chapter concludes with a list of suggested additional resources.

This publication argues that museum archives should be staffed by professional archivists. In practice, however, this is not always possible, and, in many cases, museum professionals who are not trained as archivists run or oversee museum archives programs. Part I of this book, which outlines archival theory, functions, and processes and applies them to the museum context, will be especially useful to these professionals. It also provides a refresher for professionally trained archivists and is intended to assist them with articulating archival methodology to museum colleagues who may not be familiar with archives or archivists. Part I also provides an overview of the policies and relationships that a museum archivist must maintain to run an effective program; argues that museum archives are not possible without a records management program; describes broad archival topics like appraisal, access, and preservation; discusses acquisition and management of materials obtained from outside the museum; and addresses the use of museum archives by external and internal constituents.

Part II turns to the concerns of the following types of records often encountered in museum archives: audiovisual records, oral histories, photographs, architectural records, artists’ records, and field notes. These chapters focus on how museum archivists can properly steward these records in their care while actively collaborating with records creators and other museum departments.

Part III consists of several issue-based chapters covering fundraising, ethics and values, provenance research, and the museum archives’ role in repatriation, restitution, and the return of cultural objects. The book’s conclusion summarizes the ways in which museum archivists can advocate for their repositories and collections by employing “aggressive sharing.”

**Conclusion**

The distinctive role of museum archives is one that must be actively promoted with museum administrators and colleagues, the public, and fellow archivists working in alternate settings. A museum archives program only succeeds when its value is recognized and its operations are supported. As museums endeavor to engage new audiences and examine their world in innovative ways, the charge of the museum archives is to document not only where the museum has been, but to imagine and help others imagine where it will go. The potential for a museum archives to effectively support and lead within its parent institution is limitless.
Many types of organizations fall into the category of “museum,” including art museums, halls of fame, military museums, zoos and aquariums, arboretums, and historical societies among others. Museums may be nonprofit or privately funded or may be attached to an academic institution or a government agency. This organizational diversity extends to the collections museums maintain, which illustrate topics such as art, science, culture, and history.


It was collectively acknowledged that widespread establishment of museum archives was necessary; according to the conference report: “While the significance of museum records is widely acknowledged, they have been and are still are neglected. The number of museums with even minimally adequate archival programs is small indeed.” “Conference on Museum Archives,” *Archives of American Art Journal* 19, no. 4 (1979): 25; http://www.jstor.org/stable/1557319, captured at https://perma.cc/SSFL-TAM9. Recognizing this disparity, the conference culminated in the creation of “Draft Guidelines for Museum Archives.” These guidelines were oriented toward museum administrators and were distributed to museums across the country to create awareness and advocate for the establishment of museum archives. “Conference on Museum Archives,” 25. These guidelines were revised and formally approved by SAA Council in 2003. For current guidelines, see “Museum Archives Guidelines,” Society of American Archivists, http://www2.archivists.org/groups/museum-archives-section/museum-archives-guidelines, captured at https://perma.cc/2SES-NALP.


For a discussion of the growth of institutional archives by type, see Richard Cox, *Managing Institutional Archives: Foundational Principles and Practices* (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1992): 12–18. According to Cox, between the mid-1960s and early 1980s, the number of institutional archives programs at colleges and universities grew from over 500 to nearly 1,000. Since the 1970s, the number of corporate archives increased as well due to factors including the United States’ bicentennial, attention to corporate anniversaries, and advocacy efforts by archivists.


Speaking of art exhibitions and the role of the art museum curator, scholars Paul O’Neill and Mick Wilson note, “having moved, since the late 1960s, from an activity primarily involved with organizing exhibits of discrete artworks to a practice with considerably extended remit, contemporary curating may be distinguished from its precedents by an emphasis upon the framing and mediation of art and the circulation of ideas around art, rather than on its production and display. Paul O’Neill and Mick Wilson, *Curating and the Educational Turn* (London: Open Editions, 2010): 18–19.

The remainder of this section charts key ideas in museum archives scholarship but does not serve as a comprehensive review of all related literature.


Laurie Baty, *Federal Funding for Museum Archives Development Programs* (Washington, DC: National Historical Publications and Records Commission, 1988). In the report, Baty identifies a need for museum archives funding. Baty concludes the report by suggesting that NHPRC continue to support museum archives by encouraging national or regional workshops in museum archives, supporting national or regional work on documentation strategies and standards for museum archives, educating museum administration about the importance of archives, and engaging with archivists to determine what role they see the NHPRC taking in advancing museum archives. In Baty, *Federal Funding for Museum Archives Development Programs*, 7–9.


More recent scholarship on the general relationship among archives, museums, and libraries, while copious, has mostly neglected the role of museum archives and the museum archivist. The following article is an exception to that: Mike...


20 For example, Michael Shapiro and Louis Kemp, eds., The Museum: A Reference Guide (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990), 367–76, which provides theoretical grounding and a historical overview for museum professionals on many types of museum work, relegates museum archives to an appendix, which, despite a short introduction to the subject, mostly offers information about specific museum archival repositories. Timothy Ambrose and Crispin Paine, Museum Basics (New York: Routledge, 2012), 208–10, similarly includes museum archives but gives them a very basic treatment, focusing primarily on a list of the types of institutional records that a museum archive might keep. Publications on the museum library field, if they address museum archives, typically limit the topic to one chapter or section among many others devoted to library subjects. For example, Joan M. Benedetti, ed., Art Museum Libraries and Librarianship (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2007), does just that.


22 Emma Chaplin and Janice Tullock, Successfully Managing Archives in Museums (Ludlow, Shropshire: UK Association of Independent Museums, 2015). This publication is very much in the vein of those distributed by the SAA Museum Archives Task Force beginning in 1984— instructional materials about museum archives created for museums rather than archives audiences.

23 The American Alliance of Museums was formerly called the American Association of Museums. The name change took place in 2012.

24 The Museum Archives Section’s Standards and Best Practices Working Group initiated a project in 2019 to update the Museum Archives Guidelines.

25 Despite the increase in scholarship on both museums and archives since the 1990s, the majority of writing on museum archives continues to appear mainly in professional trade newsletters such as SAA Museum Archives Section’s Museum Archivist. A full run of these newsletters is available on the Society of American Archivists website, “Museum Archives Section,” Society of American Archivists, http://www2.archivists.org/groups/museum-archives-section#.VyYhIlj_O8qA, captured at https://perma.cc/72HN-NBMW.


28 It does not explicitly address the unique context of some special types of museums such as historical societies or historic houses, although much of the book will be useful to archivists working in these types of museums. Historical societies, in particular, have an extant body of literature from which readers can draw. This omission does mean, however, that this publication does not address topics such as community archives and archival contexts such as state and local agencies.